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Switching your Home
from Oil to Liquid Gas

gas

If you’re new to Liquid Gas or already using Liquid Gas 
from another supplier, switching to J Gas really is simple!

 0345 450 3121   sales@jgas.co.uk
 www.jgas.co.uk   Find us on Facebook

Reducing Carbon Emissions whilst saving you money



The Government’s Clean Growth Strategy has made it clear that 
it wants to reduce carbon emissions from heating off grid
homes that currently use oil for heating.  BEIS (Department for
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy) aim to phase out the
installation of high carbon fossil fuel (kerosene) heating in
new & existing homes currently off the gas grid, 
by 2025. Liquid gas is the lowest carbon 
conventional fuel available now, that can 
provide an immediate, expedient and 
cost effective energy solution.

Liquid Gas for your home

 Liquid Gas omits 12% less CO2 than Oil
 Heating oil is 17% more carbon intensive than LPG
 Liquid Gas emits no black carbon, a major contributor to climate change
 Liquid Gas installation is significantly cheaper than oil
 New Liquid gas boilers can be up to half the cost of a new oil boiler to replace
 Tank maintenance  is our concern – not yours as with oil
 Much reduced risk of fuel theft when compared to oil
 Much less run outs than oil – all ordering is on our automatic top-up basis

Liquid Gas is a low carbon alternative 
to conventional fossil fuels

• Heating and hot water on demand
• Cooking with a living flame
• Gas fires
• AGA / Range Cookers
• Remote monitoring of tanks means supplies are topped up as needed
• Tanks are viewed and maintained by us with every fill.

All the benefits of
mains gas – off the mains

The process

Contact us to discuss 
switching from oil to Liquid 
Gas with a member of our 

JGas team

Our Services team will help 
you arrange the removal of 
your old oil boiler and fit a 

new Liquid Gas one

We’ll remove your oil tank 
and fit your agreed Liquid 

Gas solution

Storage options

Leaving your garden 
with unspoiled views and 
your garden space at a 

maximum

Needing only a concrete 
plinth to sit on, a tank 

can be sited to maximize 
access and minimise 

inconvenience

Where space is limited, 
our 2 pack or 4 pack of 
47kg Propane Cylinders 

provide a compact 
solution

JGas have been keeping homes warm since 1983, 
distributing Liquid Gas to domestic and business 
customers across Scotland and parts of England.  

As a local independent company, JGas offer a 
quality service based on reputation and trust, safety 
and value for money.

Why JGas?

Underground Above Ground Cylinders
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